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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 52 be an open bounded domain in R”, with boundary of class C2, 
and let us consider the second-order differential operator 
Eu=- i A,,D,u+ i B,D,u+Cu (1.1) 
r.,=, .,= 1
under the Dirichlet boundary condition 
u = 0, on aa. (1.2) 
Here u is a complex vector with N components and the coefficients A ,,, B,, 
and C are N x N complex valued matrices. 
*The authors are members of GNAFA (CNR). This work is partially supported by the 
Research Funds of the Minister0 della Pubblica Istruzione. 
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Let us suppose that the operator E is elliptic, in the sense that there 
exists v> 0 such that 
for each x E Q, each 5 E Ii?‘, and each q E CNv. 
As for the regularity of the coefficients of E, the matrices A, are assumed 
to be continuous in 0, whereas B, and C may only be bounded and 
measurable in R, or even be less regular. 
In this paper we are interested in the problem of the generation of 
analytic semigroups by the elliptic operator -E in various Banach space 
topologies, under Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
The problem, as it is set in the L2 topology, has been considered by 
several authors who have usually concentrated their attention on the case 
N= 1. In Section 3 of this paper we have considered the same problem, but 
our attention has been rather directed to the case of N> 1. We have done 
this in order to achieve a more complete analysis and also because it is 
necessary to the development of further arguments, 
Our interest was attracted first by the semigroup generation in the 
Holder topology. 
In that period results for that case were not completely satisfactory, as 
Stewart also pointed out in [ 181. 
In fact, von Wahl [20, 211 remarked that no estimate of the form 
holds, in general, for the solutions of the elliptic system 
(n+E)u=f, ReA>o, (1.4) 
under Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Following this, Campanato [ 10, 121 analyzed elliptic s alar equations of 
divergence form. He proved an estimate of the type (1.3) in two cases: 
either under Neumann boundary conditions, or, under condition (1.2) 
assuming that f vanishes on aQ as well. 
His method comes from the theory of regularity for solutions of elliptic 
and parabolic systems in the spaces P2,“(sZ). This theory, which makes no 
use of the techniques of [4], was developed by Campanato in several 
works (see [ll] for a systematic exposition) and is frequently used to 
obtain Holder estimates, due to the fact that d;p2+(s2) = C”,(P--n)‘2(D) for 
pE]n,n+2]. 
We then decided to seek generation results in the 9’~~ topology in the 
case of second-order elliptic operators of the form (l.l), not only if 
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p E Jn, n + 2[, but also for p E 10, n[, when Y2,@(Q) is isomorphic to the 
Morrey space L’+(Q). 
In both case we obtain estimates of the following kind 
for the solutions of system (1.4) under condition ( 1.2). 
Inequality (1.5) not only yields an immediate characterization f the 
operator’s domain-at least when p E [0, n[-but is also useful in several 
applications of the theory of analytic semigroups to parabolic systems (see, 
for instance, [l, 16-181). 
The generation theorem in Morrey spaces is contained in Section 5, 
together with the estimate (1.5) for ALE 10, n[. Here the choice of the 
homogeneous boundary condition (1.2) has been done just in order to sim- 
plify the exposition. Nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions may 
be disposed of similarly. 
From the results of Section 5 we deduce the generation in the uniform 
topology for N >, 1. This theorem was proved by Stewart [ 17, 181 under 
general boundary conditions for the case N = 1. This deduction may be 
found in Section 6 (Theorem 6.1). There, by a suitable interpolation 
procedure, we obtain once more, for systems of the form (1.1) the Lp 
estimate due to Agmon [3]. 
Finally, in Section 7 we consider the case of Holder spaces and we prove 
inequality (1.5) when PE In, n+2[. As has already been remarked, con- 
dition (1.2) is now essential and has to be satisfied by vector .f‘ as well. 
Moreover, since estimate (1.5) involves second-order derivatives, the coef- 
ficients A,, B,, and C of the operator have to be Holder continuous, 
together with the boundary of 52. 
However, as we will show in the future, it is possible to obtain a weaker 
estimate of the form (1.3) without these stronger conditions. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we recall some basic facts concerning elliptic systems, 
which will be frequently used in the sequel. 
If N> 1 is an integer, we denote by ( I)N and 1 IN, respectively, the scalar 
product and the norm in cN, using the same symbols for the scalar product 
and the norm in RN when the vectors are real. We shall also omit the sub- 
script N when there is no danger of confusion. Moreover, if M is a N x N 
complex matrix, we denote by (M( the norm of M as an element of C”“. 
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If x0 E R” and 0 > 0, let us set 
B(x,,o)= {XER”: Jxo-xl <a> 
B(0, CT) = B(a). 
If we write, for x E KY, x = (x’, -u,), let us also set 
B+(a)= (xEB(cJ):x,>Oj 
B-((T)= {xEB(o):X,,<O} 
I-(o)= {xEB(a):x,=O}. 
For most of this paper we assume that B is an open hounded domain in 
R” wirh boundary of class C2, which means that there exists a finite open 
cover (U,} of 8Q and a corresponding set (@,} of one-to-one transfor- 
mations taking U, onto B( 1) such that: 
for each j, cPi and @,: ’ have continuous second- 
order derivatives, respectively, on q and B( 1); (2.1) 
for eachj, @,(ti,nR)=B+(l), @i(U,n2B)=Ql). Wf 
Of course, most of the results of the present section hold for much less 
regular domains. 
Let dn denote the diameter of Q. 
We now recall a few properties of some function spaces, a systematic 
exposition of which may be found in [ 5,6, 11 J (see also [ 131). 
Let A be a measurable subset of R”, with positive measure. 
If u: A --) cN is integrable over A, let us set 
uA = (measA)- ’ [A U(X) d-x. 
If 0 <p < n + 2, we denote by Y*.“(sZ, ‘JZ”‘) the Banach space of the vec- 
tors U: Q + (CN, such that u E L*(Q, @“) and 
(see also [8]). The norm of .S2*“(Q, a=“) is the following: 
Ilull YQyO) = II4 L2(Q) + [I~lT&(i2). 
We say that u E 6P$“(Q, @“) if u E Y*+(Q, UZN) and 
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If 0 G p 6 n, we denote by L*+‘(Q, CN) the Morrey space of the vectors 
u E L2(Q, C”‘), such that 
Ilull %.P(Q) = sup rJ -p I 14Y)12dY + 02 .rtR.O<o$dQ RnB(r.u) 
(see, for instance, [111). 
IfO<cl~l,thenu~C”~~(~,@N)meansthatu:~~~@Nand 
C”qa(O, @“) is a Banach space with the following norm: 
Ilull Cafe = Ilull LX(R) + Cull?.‘(R). 
Finally, u E C:” (a, CN) means that u E C’.‘(Q, CN) and u = 0 on 8B. 
The following result is due to Campanato [S]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that Q has the cone property. If 0 d p < n, then 
dip;p(Q, C”) = .Y2,p(Q, CN) = L2.p(L?, C”) and 
Remark 2.2. It is easy to show that, for each 0 6 p < n, 
and 
Il~ll~~.~~~~f~~~~~~~211~Il,~~,~,. 
It is also easy to show that, for each 0 d p < n, 
for any p > 2. 
Let us set Di = a/13x,, D, = DiDi, i, j= l,..., n and, if c1 is the multi-index 
(a, ,..., a ), let us also set 
D” = 07’ . D”n. n 
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Let 1~ p < + co be a real number and m 2 0 be an integer. We denote 
by H”*p(Q, @“) and HTp(Q, @“‘) the usual Sobolev spaces, which are the 
closure, respectively, of CT(D, C”) and of C,“(Q, C”) in the topology 
determined by the norm 
llul,m,p,R = [ ;. lul:pJ2 
where we have set 
Iul J.P.Q = [ i( c ,D~u,~)pi2dx]‘-p 
III ‘I 
recalling that Ial =a1 + ... +a,,. In particular, Ho,“@, @“) = Lp(Q, @“) 
and 
Remark 2.3. It is well known that, if R has the segment property, then 
Hm,p(Q, cN) can be characterized as the space of the vectors u: 52 + cN, 
whose distributional derivatives belong to Lp(Q, @“) up to the order m 
(see, for instance, [2, Sect.3.181). We also denote by ET”, “(a, C”) the 
space of the vectors u: R -+ Q=“’ such that 
l"lj,p,Q=~~P, [ C lD'U(~)lz]i'2 < -kc0 
121 = I 
for each j= 0, l,..., m. 
If p = 2, we simply write H”(51, UZ”), H;;(sZ, @“) and, for the norm and 
the seminorms, )l.I(m,R and ).li,n. 
Hm(Q, @“‘), m 2 0, is a Hilbert space with the inner product 
If 0 6~ <n + 2, we denote by ZY;“,,(Q cN) the space of the vectors 
u E H”(sZ, UZN) such that D”u E Y2-~(s2, cN), for each a with la/ = m. 
Remark 2.4. Using Poincart’s inequality, one immediately proves that, 
if B is convex and ~EH/~,(Q, UZ”), 0<p < n, then UE 9’2-p+2(Q, C”) and 
(see also [ll, Lemma 3.111, Chap. 11). 
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From [8, Lemma 2.W] and from the fact that \.)Z,R is an equivalent 
norm in Hz n Hh(Q, C”), one can easily deduce the following interpolation 
inequalities. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume thut Q has the cone property. [f’ u E Hf,,,n 
Hh(f2, C”) with 0 6 p <n, then 
i llD;ull,,z~,‘(Q) dc(Q, n ll~ll:~&Q)~ 1 ll~WGr,c2, ‘!z. (2.3) 
,=I //{I = 2 
(2.4) 
Let A,, Bi (i, j= l,..., n), and C be N x N complex valued matrices, such 
that 
A,, are continuous inQ5; (2.5) 
Bj and C are bounded and measurable in 52. (2.6) 
Let us assume that the following ellipticity condition holds: there exists 
v > 0 such that ,for each x E s2, for each 5 E R”, and each q E @” 
(2.7) 
Consider the elliptic operator in divergence form 
Bu= - f Di(A,,Dju) + f B,D;u + Cu 
1,,= I ,==I 
and the corresponding sesquilinear form on H’(Q, UZ”) x H’(Q, C”) 
A,Dju(Di4),+ i (B,oiulb),+(CuId), dx. 
,=l 
Let us set 
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Then, it is well known that, for each UEHA(&?, @“), 
Re a&, 4 3 W)l4:,,- (h: + 04& (2.9) 
where A is a positive constant depending on A, and 52. 
Remark 2.6. From Girding inequality (2.9) we conclude that, if 2 E @ 
and Re 13 & + /1, then for each f EL,‘(Q, C”) there exists a unique 
solution of the Dirichlet problem 
u E H#2, a=“) 
A(% 4)o.n + &Au, 4) = CL 4)O.Q> Vd E H(y)(Q cl"). 
(2.10) 
By a standard argument one also obtains 
(I4 -~oMo,o 6 clflo,n (2.11) 
where c depends only the maximum between v - ’ and L. 
Using inequality (2.9) and the translation technique, the following ver- 
sion of the classical differentiability theorem can be proved: 
THEOREM 2.7. Assume that X? is of class C2 and let u E HA(Q, a=“) he a 
solution of the Dirichlet problem (2.10) with f E L2(12, @“) and I E @. 
Zf conditions (2.6) and (2.7) hold and if the coefficients A,i are of class C’ 
in 0, then u E HZ (52, C “). Moreover, if Re i. 3 & + A, then 
I~l2,~6~,l~lo,n+~2lflO.~. (2.12) 
Here c, does not depend on 2 or u and c2 = c,(Q, L v v-l). 
For the reader’s convenience we give a proof of (2.12) in the Appendix. 
Remark 2.8. Let us suppose, in particular, that the coefficients A, are 
constant and so that n = 0. Choosing in (2.10) 4 = u, one obtains that, if 
Re I > lo, then 
wwl:,, Q Iflcl,Rl4O,R. 
Therefore, recalling Poincare’s inequality in Hh(Q, (IZ”) 
IUlO,R G CW)l~ll,R~ 
one concludes that 
I4 2y If 10,#. 0.Q y
409/112/l-5 
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From this inequality and from (2.12) it follows that 
/u/ 2.R G Clfl0.R 
with c independent of A and u. It is then easy to show that the constant c 
does not vary under homothetical transformations. 
Consider now the non-variational operator associated with the matrices 
A,, Bi, and C: 
Eu= - i A,jD,u + f B,D;u + Cu. 
r,= I ,= I 
Using the previous results and the contraction mapping theorem, the 
following two lemmas can be deduced, to guarantee existence on “small” 
balls and half-balls: 
LEMMA 2.9. Let us suppose that the operator E satisfies the hypotheses 
(2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) in 52 = B(r). Then there exists o. E 10, r] such that,for 
each 2 EC with Re ,I 3 & and each o E 10, o,], the Dirichlet problem 
UEH*M;(B(~), C”) 
(A+ E) u=f~ L*(B(o), @ZN) 
has a unique solution u and 
(14 - ~“O)l40.,(,, + 142,B(o, ~4~l0,,(,, (2.13) 
where c is a constant independent of 1, o, and u. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let us suppose that the operator E satisfies the hypotheses 
(2.5) (2.6), and (2.7) in Q = B+( 1). Then there exists a0 E 10, l] such that, 
for each ,I E @ with Re /I > ;1, and each o E 10, a,], the problem 
UE H*(B+(a), a=“), u=Oonf(a) 
(,I+E)u=~EL*(B+(~),UI?) 
has a solution u such that 
and 
lul l,B+(o) d 4S10,B+(rJ) 
where the constant c does not depend on A, o, and u. 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
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Inequalities that bound the derivatives of a certain order in terms of the 
lower-order derivatives are usually known as Caccioppoli-type inequalities. 
The Caccioppoli-type inequalities we need in the present work are con- 
tained in the two lemmas below. Their proof has much in common with 
that of [12, Lemmas 1.111 and l.IV] and so we will only sketch it for the 
reader’s convenience. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let u E H*(B(R), CN) be a solution of the system 
AU- CA;D~~=~~CN in B(R) (2.16) 
i,i 
where ,I EC, Re 2 > 0 and A; are constant elliptic matrices. Then, for each 
P E IO, N, 
and 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
where the constant c does not depend on R, R, p, and u. 
Proof Let us show (2.17) first. We remark that, as UE C”(B(R), C”), 
we can differentiate system (2.16), thus obtaining, for each s = l,..., n, 
l(D,u) - c A;.Dv(D,Yu) = 0 in B(R) 
i.J 
or, equivalently, 
t/c,4 E C;(B(R), a=“). 
Let now 8 E CF(B(R), R) be a usual cutoff unction: 
0<061,8=lonB(p), lgrad 81 < C/(R - p). (2.19) 
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Choosing q3 = 02D,u we get 
= C (A: D,s~(D,[@D.yUI) Dj’
1, 
- C (A~D,j[OD,u]lD,u) Die 
ij 
+ 1 D,ODiO(~;~,~p,,u) 
0 
Then, recalling (2.9) we have, because of (2.19), 
<~I@D,ulf.g,.,+~ ‘(” L, ID,&,c,, 
(R-P)- 
for each E > 0. Choosing E sufficiently small, (2.17) is proved. 
To show (2.18), consider the weak form of (2.16): 
Taking 
where 
= Vcj E H;(B(R), C”‘). 
4 = Q2(u - %B,R)) 
%3(R) = @(x) dx P(x) u(x) Ax, 
so that 
s ~*(U/U--o,g(Rj),vdX= B(R) s 
~2b+ %B(R)t W 
B(R) 
and 
one easily obtains (2.18), just as in [12, Lemma 1.1111. 1
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LEMMA 2.12. Let u E H*( B+ (R), C”) be such that u = 0 on T(R) and 
Au- i A&DUu+ i B:D,u=O in B+(R) (2.20) 
i/= 1 i= I 
where A;., BP are constant matrices and At. are 
stant v. If 
then, for each p E 10, R[, 
f 
Iul ,B+(P) ’ <R-p IuIo.B+u?, 
and 
elliptic, with ellipticity con- 
n-1 
c IDA,.,+(P) 6- u RCp’ I I.B+(R) s= I 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
where the constant c does not depend on Jk, R, p, and u. 
The proof of Lemma 2.12 is similar to that of the previous one. One con- 
siders the weak form of system (2.20): 
Lf B+(R) 
(uld)dx+ i,+,,, { 1 (AiDjulDid) 
1, 
(2.23) 
for each 4 E Hh(B+(R), C”). The choice of 4 = t12u, with 0 satisfying con- 
dition (2.19), gives inequality (2.21). 
Inequality (2.22) can be deduced from (2.21), noting that D, u, for 
1 <s d n - 1, still solves system (2.23) and vanishes on T(R). 
For the following propositions ee [l 1, Lemmas 1.1 and 1X1]. They are 
a basic technical tool: 
LEMMA 2.13. Let 4 and @ be non-negative functions defined in 10, d], let 
@ be non-decreasing, and let A, ~1, and /l be positive constants with p < a. 
Assume that for each t E 10, 1 ] and each CT E 10, d] 
b(m) < AtV(a) + o”@(a). 
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Then for each E E 10, CI - 81, for each t E 10, 11, and each o E 10, d] 
&to) 6 At”-“(b(o) + K(A)(topqo) 
where 
K(t) =
(1 + 5)2”‘” 
(1 +#-m/“-t 
LEMMA 2.14. Let q5 and 8 be non-negative functions defined in 10, d] and 
let A and a be positive constants. If 
lim e(a)=o 
n-0 
and 
@(to) 6 (At” + e(4) 4(o) 
for each t E 10, 1 [ and c E 10, d], then for each E > 0 there exists d, E 10, d] 
such that 
d(ta)<(l +A) t”-“d(o) 
for each t E 10, l[ and CT E 10, d,]. 
We conclude this section by recalling some well-known Lp regularity 
results for solutions of the elliptic system 
- 1 A~D~,u= j: 
Let us initially assume that A, are constant matrices. It is well known 
that, if E LP(B(r), C”‘), p 3 2, then system (2.24) has a unique solution in 
the space H2,p n HtJ’(B(r), C”) and 
I4 Z,p.B(r) d elf 10,p,B(r) (2.25) 
where u denotes such a solution and c does not depend on r. 
This result has been proved in many different ways. In [7], for example, 
it is obtained as a consequence of regularization in Yz3” and of Stam- 
pacchia’s interpolation theorem (see [ 11, Chap. II, No. 73 for the case of 
systems; see also [19, Chap. III, No. 61). 
A standard consequence of inequality (2.25), via the contraction mapp- 
ing theorem, is the following: 
LEMMA 2.15. Let matrices A, be elliptic and continuous in B(1) and let 
fELP(B(l),CN), 2Gp. 
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Then there xists o. E JO, 1 J such that system (2.24) has a unique solution 
in the space H2J’n H,$p(B(a), lZN) f or each o E IO, oo]. Moreover, denoting 
by u such a solution, 
I4 2,p,B(o) d 4f10,p,B(a~ (2.26) 
where c is independent of0. 
Remark 2.16. Lemma 2.16 has been stated for balls for the sake of sim- 
plicity. As a matter of fact, (2.26) holds in much more general solutions. 
For instance, let A be an open bounded domain in R” with a sufficiently 
smooth boundary (%2 of class C3 would certainly do). Assume that 
B+( l/2) c A c BC( 1) and denote by A(o) the set onto which A is mapped 
by the homothetical transformation x+ ex. Then the conclusions of 
Lemma 2.15 remain true if B( 1) is replaced by A and B(a) by A(a). 
3. THE ESTIMATE IN THE SPACE L2(Q,CN) 
Let Q be an open bounded domain in R” with boundary of class C2. 
In this section we prove a theorem concerning the generation of analytic 
semigroup in L’(sZ, C”). This result is well known, mainly when N= 1 (see, 
for instance, [3]), and could be deduced from “local” propositions. We 
prefer, however, to give a straightforward proof, based only on the differen- 
tiability heorem stated in the previous section (Theorem 2.7). 
Let us consider the second-order differential operator 
Eu=- i A,D,u+ f BjDju+Cu 
q=1 j= 1 
where u is a vector of C”, defined in Q, and where A,, B,, and C are N x N 
complex valued matrices. Assume that the matrices A, are continuous in B 
and elliptic in the sense of condition (2.7), whereas Bj and C, such as in 
No. 2, may be supposed only bounded and measurable in 52. 
We are interested in the Dirichlet problem 
u~H’nH#2, C”) 
(,I+E)~=~EL~(Q,C”‘) 
(3.1) 
where 1 is a complex number. 
Consider N x N complex matrices AU, which are of class C’ in Q and 
which satisfy the ellipticity condition (2.7). 
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Problem (3.1) is, of course, equivalent o the problem 
where 
u E H2 n H$?, C”) 
u- cA”vD,iu+ zl$D.ju+Cu=f+F(u) 
0 I 
F(u)= ~(Ai+&)D,u. (3.2) 
11 
The weak form of this problem is the following: 
4~2 dh,n + 3~9 4) = (f + F(u)> 4)o.m v(b E H#2, a=“) (3.3) 
where 
Let us also set 
L=~~~~ [ T IAij(x)12]“23 “=sy{ [ F l~&X)~2]“2. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists u+, >, 0 such that, if Re A > oO, then for each 
f E L’(sZ, OZN) problem (3.1) has a unique solution u. Moreover, 
(14 -%)l&,n+ (14 -%)“2141,n+ l42,a~clflo,n (3.4) 
where c is independent ofA and u. 
Proof. By Remark 2.6 and Theorem 2.7 we conclude that, for each 
mollification A,, of the coefftcients A, such that 
L”=L and v= v, 
where v and F are, respectively, the ellipticity constants of the matrices A, 
and A”+ there exists ~5 >, 0’ such that, if Re A > ~5, then for each u E H* n 
HA(Q, CN) the problem 
UE H2n HA(S2, a=“) 
4e 4)o.n + G(U, 4) = (f + F(u), 4)O,Q~ V# E H#2, cN) 
’ Here 0 may be given by D = I+ I,,, where ,? is the Girding constant associated with the 
matrices 2, and 
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has a unique solution U = Y~.u. Moreover 
and 
I~~lO,Q~j& If+F(u)lo,n (3.6) 
where c, is independent of 1, and where c2 and c3 are positive constants 
depending only on L v v .- '. 
Now choose the mollification A,, so that 
(3.7) 
We claim that there exists o0 > 5 such that 
Re 13. > w0 * 5, is a contraction mapping 
In fact, if v, w E Hz n HA(G?, C”), then for each d E H,!,(Q, C") 
a(q.v-.~w, qi)o,n+LZ(~~v-Fj,w, fj)=(F(v-w), f+d)()$ 
(3.8) 
and so, by (3.2) and (3.7), 
Therefore, recalling that 1.1 2,R is an equivalent norm in H2 n Ht(Q, C"), 
in order to get (3.8) we may choose 
o,=6+c,c&2. (3.9) 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution follow. To show inequality 
(3.4) we remark that, by (3.5), (3.6), and (3.9), 
or 
I4 2,R C 4c2 VI O,R. (3.10) 
Moreover 
(I4 - ~,)I4 0,i2wb,,+~/42,, 6 2c3lflo.n. (3.11) 
2 
The estimate (3.4) easily follows from inequalities (3.10) and (3.11). 1 
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4. LOCAL ESTIMATES 
An essential step of the regularization i Y2,” spaces is represented by 
some integral inequalities, on balls and half balls, for solutions of elliptic 
systems with constant coefficients (see also [ 12, No. 21). 
Let, therefore, B,, i, j = l,..., n, be Nx N constant complex matrices 
satisfying the ellipticity condition (2.7), i.e., there exists v> 0 such that for 
each 4 E R” and each q E CN 
Repeating the proof of [ 12, Theorem 2.11 one can easily obtain the 
following result: 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf u E H’(B(r), C”) is a solution fthe elliptic system 
it.- C B~D~~=[E~Y in B(r) (4.1) 
ij 
with I. EC and Re 1, > 0, then for each t E 10, 11 and CT E10, r] 
where the constant c does not depend on A, Y, and u. 
We merely need to recall that the proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the 
Sobolev inbedding theorem and on the Caccioppoli-type inequality (2.17), 
which also holds for the higher-order derivatives of u. 
Remark 4.2. Using PoincarCt’s inequality, the estimate (4.2), and then 
Caccioppoli inequality (2.18) we get 
124-u 8(lo)l~,B(,a)~Ctn+2/U--UB(0)I~,B(o). (4 3) 
Moreover, if u E ZZ*(Z?(r), C”), then we can differentiate system (4.1) and 
write (4.2) for the derivatives of u, thus obtaining 
(4.4) 
Theorem 4.1 has an analogous version on half balls if N = 1 (see [ 12, 
Theorem 2.111). A result of this kind is available ven in the case of N > 1. 
The argument needed for this purpose is, however, less straightforward, as 
can be seen from the following proposition. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let UE H’(B’(r), @“) vanish on T(r) and solve the elliptic 
system 
Au- i BVDVu=O in B+(r) (4.5) 
ij=l 
with A E @ and Re 12 0. Then for each E E 10, n[ there xists a constant c~, 
independent of1, r, and u, such that for each t E 10, l] and o E 10, r] 
l~I:,~+(ra,~~C3tn-EI~l:,B~(~). (4.6) 
In order to pass from a problem on a half ball to a problem on a whole 
ball we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.4. Under the hypotheses ofTheorem 4.3 let us set 
U(x) = u(x) if x,20 
= -u(x’, -x,) if x, < 0. 
Then u belongs to H2(B(r), a=“) and solves, inB(r), the system 
AU-- i B,,D,,U=F 
i=l 
where 
I,n- I n-1 
F(X) = C B, D, U(x) + (sgn x,) * C (B, + B,i) Din U(x). 
i # j i= 1 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Proof: Let us compute the distributional derivative Dnnu first. As u 
vanishes on ZJ I), we have, for each 4 E C,“(B(r), QZ”), 
s (VI Dn,#),& B(r) 
= s,,(,, (ul D,,b),dx - s,-,,, (U(x, -x,)l D,,d)Ndx 
=- jB+l,,(D,u[D,,C)dx- JBA(rj(D,U(X, -x,)ID,b)dx 
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Therefore 
D,,, U(x) = ~,,u(x) 
= -DnnU(X’, -x,) 
in the distributional sense on B(r). 
Similarly one proves that, for each i # n, 
D, U(x) = D,,u(x) 
= D#(X’, -x) 
and, for each i, j # n, 
D&l(x) = D,u(x) 
= -D,p(x’, -x,) 
in the sense of distributions on B(r). 
if x,>O 
if x,,<O 
if x,~ > 0 
if x,<O 
if X, > 0 
if x, <O 
By Remark 2.3 this means that UE H’(B(r), C”) and the remaining part 
of the thesis is trivial. I
We can now prove a theorem which will be useful to bound the first- 
order derivatives of the solution u in terms of its mixed second-order 
derivatives: 
LEMMA 4.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 there exists a constant 
c, independent of L r, and u, such that, for each t E 10, 11 and CJ E 10, r], 
Proof: By Lemma 4.4 it results that, if U is defined as in (4.7) then 
UE H*(B(r), C”‘) and, for each do HA(B(r), CN), 
where F is defined in (4.8). 
Let us split he vector U, on B(a/2), in the sum u + u’, where 
= s (Fld) dx (4.9) B(ul2) 
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for each 4 E HA(B(a/2), @“), whereas 
u E H’(B(o/2), C”) 
5 c (B,,D;o) Di+) dx = 0 B(u,Q) j 
for each 4 E HA(B(a/2), C”). 
Choosing in (4.9) 4 = W, from Poincark’s inequality we conclude that 
jB,,,, 1 lDiWl*dX G c(V) o*jB,,,,, IFI 2dX. i 
Using Theorem 4.1 to majorize a, we get, for each t E 10, 11, 
j c IDioJ2dx<ct” j c ID,u)*dx. 
mr~il*) f W~/2) ; 
From the last two inequalities we find, for each t E 10, 11, 
iDiU12dx 
d2 jBI, ,2jc IDA2dx+2 jB,o,2jC lD,w12dx 
m I I 
6 et” jB,,,,, 1 PiUI *dx + co* j (FJ ‘dx. 
I B(of2) 
The thesis of Lemma 4.5 is then a consequence of the definitions (4.7) 
and (4.8). 1 
Now we can show estimate (4.6). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Assume that n = 2. From Lemmas 4.5 and 2.13 
we have, for each E E ]0,2[, for each t E 10, 11, and each D E 10, r], 
jB (m/2, T 
JD,uJ2dx<ct2-’ 
jB 
(D;u12dx 
+ + 
Now this estimate is, by (2.22) with R=a and p=a/2, nothing but (4.6) 
for each t E 10, t] and B E 10, r]. The thesis is thus proved, as (4.6) is trivial 
for t E If, 11. 
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Next, assume that n > 2. Again by Lemmas 4.5 and 
each t E 10, 11 and each (T E 10, r], 
2.13 we have, for 
JB+c,c *)1 IDiulzdx 6 ct2 IB+,:2, c IDiu12dx 
i j 1 
+ c(ra)2 jB+co,2, JJ, IDlju12dx. 
So, recalling (2.22) we conclude that, for each t E 10, f[, 
(4.10) 
this estimate being trivial for each t E 14, 11. 
For each k = l,..., n - 1, D,u is a solution of system (4.5) that vanishes 
on r(r) and so it can be estimated by (4.10): for each z E 10, l] and 
fJ EIO, rl 
k = l,..., n - 1. (4.11) 
Now, by Lemma 4.5 we get for each s E 10, 11 
and so, by (4.11) and (2.22) we have 
ID,uj2dx (4.12) 
for each s, r E 10, l] and each CJ E 10, r]. 
If n < 4, then by (4.12) and Lemma 2.13 we conclude that, for each 
E E 10, n[, each r, s E 10, 11, and each CT E 10, r], 
[ 1 lDiu12dX~cs”~‘~B+irn,2iC ID;u12dx 
B+(sro/2) j , 
+ C,T 4-n+e(s~)“-‘I+toj~ ID,u12dx 
I 
which gives (4.6) taking z = 1. 
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On the other hand, if n > 4, then by (4.12) and Lemma 2.13 we obtain, 
for each z, s E 10, 11 and each 0 E 10, r], 
j C IDjUl’dX< CS4 jB+,r,,2j C lDiulzdx + c(sz)4 jB+(,, C lDiu12dx 
B+(sro/2) i I I 
and so, taking z = 1, 
j” c ID,u12dx. 
B+(rr) i 
Repeating the argument above, (4.6) can then be achieved in a finite 
number of iterations. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is thus complete. 1 
Remark 4.6. Applying Poincare’s inequality, Theorem 4.3, and then the 
Caccioppoli-type inequality (2.21) we also get, for each E E 10, n[, each 
t E 10, I], and each 0 E 10, r], 
COROLLARY 4.7. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, for each 
E E 10, n[ there xists a constant c,, independent of A, r, and u, such that, for 
each t E 10, 1 [ and each g E IO, r], 
Proof As has already been remarked, D,u for k = l,..., n - 1 is a 
solution of system (4.5) that vanishes on T(r). 
Therefore Theorem 4.3 gives 
6+,,, c lDi~Ul*dX~Cef”-& S,+,,, C IDi~U12dx~ k = l,..., n - 1 (4.13) 
I I 
for each E E 10, n[, each t E 10, 11, and each 0 E IO, r]. 
On the other hand, from (4.5) we get 
D,,u=B,’ Au- 
( 
1 BqD,u 
i+.jc2n 
so that, by Remark 4.6 and (4.13), we conclude that 
I lDn~~12dx~~,~n-EO~121~l~,~+~o~+ b&+(o)). (4.14) B+(ra) 
The thesis follows from (4.13) and (4.14), as 
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In order to handle Holder norms we also need the following theorem, 
which generalizes Remark 4.6: 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let UE H2(B+(r), @“) vanish on f(r) and solve the 
elliptic system with constant coefficients 
Au - c B,D,u = 1 C,D,u in B+(r) 
Ii k 
where I E 62 and 
ReI>v--‘I (&I’. 
k 
Then for each E E 10, n[ there exists rE E 10, r] and c, >O, independent of
1, r, and u, such that jar each t E 10, 1 ] and each o E 10, r,] 
14;,B+(ra) G C,tn+2~~I:/Ul~.B’(n). (4.15) 
Proof. It is sufficient toshow that 
l~l:,B~(m)6~r:tn~-EI~I:.B+(,)~ (4.16) 
in fact (4.15) then follows repeating the argument of Remark 4.6. 
To prove (4.16) f IX cry 10, r] and split U, on B+(G), in the sum v + w, 
where w is given by Lemma 2.10 and is such that 
w E H2(B+(o), @“), w =0 on f(a) 
riw - c B,D,w = 1 C,D,U in B(o) 
ij k 
and, by (2.15), 
I4 l.B+(u) G c(Jlul I.B+(o)? 
whereas 
v E H2(B+(a), a=“), v=O onT(o) 
A- C B,LI,~=o in B(o). 
ij 
By Theorem 4.3 we get, for each E E 10, n[ and each t E 10, 11, 
l4:,B+(m) G cEf-w:,B+(~). 
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Therefore we have, for each E E 10, n[, 
To obtain (4.16) one now has only to recall Lemma 2.14. i 
The estimates which have been just proved for solutions of systems with 
constant coeffients can be extended to solutions of systems with continuous 
coefficients following a standard procedure (see [ 12, No. 31). 
In particular we are interested in estimates for second-order derivatives: 
THEOREM 4.9. Let A,, i, j= I ,..., n be N x N complex valued matrices 
which we assume continuous in B(r) and elliptic in the sense of condition 
(2.7). 
Then for each E > 0 there exists rE E 10, r] such that, for each o E 10, r,] 
and each solution u E H*(B(r), CN) of the system 
AU- CA,D,GO in B(r) 
with 2 E @ and Re A 3 0, it results 
for each t E 10, 11, where c, is independent of A and r. 
We give just a sketch of the proof, for the reader’s convenience. 
Fix c E 10, r] and split U, on B(a), in the sum u + w, where w is given by 
Lemma 2.9 and is such that 
w E H* n H;(B(a), C”‘) 
and 
iw - c A,(O) DVw = 1 (A, - Al,(O)) Diiu in B(a) 
fi ii 
where 
(4.17) 
e(a) = SUP 1 IA&) - A,(0)12, 
XEB(O) jj 
409 II? I-h 
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u E H2(B(o), CN) 
lo - 1 A&O) DOo = 0 in B( cr ). 
By inequality (4.4) we can estimate u as follows: for each t E 10, 1 ] 
IbI:J(,o) G ~m#,B(~). (4.18) 
The thesis of Theorem 4.9 can then be obtained from (4.17) and (4.18) by 
Lemma 2.14. 1 
The analogous result on half balls can be proved the same way, using 
Lemma 2.10 instead of Lemma 2.9 and Corollary 4.7 instead of inequality 
(4.4): 
THEOREM 4.10. Let A,, i, j= l,..., n, be N x N complex valued matrices 
which we assume continuous in B+(r) and elliptic in the sense of condition 
(2.7). 
Then for each E > 0 there exists r, E 10, r] such that, for each o E 10, r,] 
and each vector UE H2(B’(r), a=“), vanishing on T(r), which solves the 
system 
h- 1 A,D,~=o in B+(r) 
with ,I E C and Re J. 2 0, it results 
l~l~.B‘(,,,)~~~tn--l~I:,~+(o) 
for each t E 10, 11, where c, is independent of I and r. 
5. THE ESTIMATE IN MORREY SPACES 
Morrey spaces LzSb(Q, C”), O<p<n, whose definition we recalled in 
Section 2, are known to be isomorphic to the spaces $@(Q, CN) (see 
Theorem 2.1). In the present section we prove an estimate concerning the 
generation of analytic semigroups in these spaces. This result will be used 
in the next section to obtain generation in LP(sZ, QZ”), 1 < p Q +oo. 
We will start our analysis from the framework developed in No. 3. 
Namely, let S2 be a C2 bounded domain in [w” and let us consider the 
second-order differential operator 
Eu = - i A,DYu+ i B.,D,u+ Cu. 
i.j= 1 j= 1 
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Here U: Sz --) cN and A,, Bj, and C are Nx N complex valued matrices. 
Assume also that conditions (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) hold, i.e., assume that Bi 
and C are bounded and measurable in Q and that A, are continuous and 
elliptic n0. 
Then there exists o0 20 (given, for instance, by (3.9)) such that, if 
Re 1> wo, the Dirichlet problem 
zeH2nH@, C”) 
(n+E)u=f in Q 
has a unique solution for each SE L2(Q, UZ”). 
We will show the following theorem: 
(5.1) 
THEOREM 5.1. If conditions (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) hold and if Re ,I > wo, 
then for each f E L23G(Q, C”), 0 < ,a <n, the solution u of problem (5.1) 
belongs to H&,(Q, C”) and 
where c is independent of 1. 
+ c II I&4 L2JyQ) < Wll L.*qQ) (5.2) 
iJ 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 follows from the local estimates proved in Sec- 
tion 4, adapting the techniques of [9] to the present situation. 
First all let us show a lemma for solution of particular elliptic systems. 
LEMMA 5.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, for each ball 
B(x,, r)cS2 andfor each solution UE H2(B(xo, r), C”) of the system 
AU- 1 A,D,U= gE L2+(B(xo, r), CN), ReA>O, 
y 
it results, for each p E 10, r], 
(5.3) 
where c is independent of A, x0, and p. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 2.9 we conclude that there exists co E 10, r] such that 
for each 0 E 10, go] we can uniquely solve the Dirichlet problem 
w E H2 n H;(B(x,, a), CN) 
lw - c AijDijw = g in B(x,,a) 
ly 
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(5.4) 
where c, is independent of 1 and c. 
Moreover, if we set v = U - w on B(x,, cr), then 
v E lP(B(x,, (T), C”) 
h- ~,D,v=O in B(x,, 0). 
li 
Therefore, choosing E = (n - ,u)/2, by Theorem 4.9 we deduce that there 
exist rp E 10, r] such that, if 0 < (T < rrD A rp, then for each t E 10, 11 
where c is independent of I and (T. 
From (5.4) and (5.5) we obtain, for each cr E 10, crO A rp] and 
tE IO, 11, 
l~l~,B(.~~,r~)621~l:,B(.~o,r~)+21u’I:.B(x,~,,o, 
~C~“1+~)‘21~l:,B(x”,~) + 4~‘l:,B(xo,o) \ 
B ct(“+p’)‘21 VI’, B(.xo 0) + c~plI gllt~.e(B,,o,,)). ,  
Hence, recalling Lemma 2.13 we get, for each t E 10, 11, 
I w,B(.xo,,o) 6 ctPl qB(.y”.o) + c(faYll g l L2Jy/wo.o)). 
We have thus proved inequality (5.3): if p E 10, go A r,] it follows from 
the previous one choosing cr = ~~ A rp and t = p/o, whereas it is trivial 
whenp>a,Ar,. i 
Remark 5.3. Consider a subdomain 52, cc Sz and set d, = dist (B,, iX2). 
For each x0 E Q, the solution u of problem (5.1) is such that 
h4-CAvD,t4=g=f- CB~D~U-CU in B(x,, d,). 
g i 
Moreover, by Remark 2.4 we conclude that u E I’-&(&?, C”) and 
1 IIDiull L~J(Q) + Ilull .L~J(o) d cIIuII 2, R. 
This inequality implies that g E L2+1(0, CN) with p, = /J A 2 and 
llidl Luq(&3) Q 4lfll Lqn) + 4I4 2.Q 
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Therefore, using Lemma 5.2 we deduce that u E Hi’,,,(Q2,, C”) and 
c IIDa41L~.PI(R,, 6 MIL+2) + 4If4I2.R~ 
Ial =2 
where c1 is independent of 1. 
This procedure may be easily iterated for a finite number of times, thus 
leading to the conclusion that 1.4 E Hf,,,(Q’, C”) for each open subdomain 
$2’ CC Q and 
c IID”ull L.*~q.w) d 4fll L%R) + 44 732. (5.6) 
111 =2 
We now need to estimate the second-order derivatives of u near the 
boundary of Q. To begin with, let us show the following theorem for the 
unit half ball: 
LEMMA 5.4. Let A, be continuous elliptic matrices, de$ned in B + ( 1 ), and 
let 2 be a complex number with Re 1.20. Then for each solution 
UeH2(B+(1), C”) ofthe system 
2-U- CA,,D,,U=~EL’.I’(B+(~). C”), (5.7) 
such that 
u=o on r(l) 
and for each p E 10, 11, it results 
I w.Lwp, ~~CP~~lI~lIt~.“,B+(,),+ I4S,B’ l,) (5.8) 
where c is independent of I. and p. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.10 we conclude that there exists G,, E IO, l] such 
that, for each UE IO, a,], we can solve the problem 
wEH2(B+(cJ), C”), w=O onf(a) 
~W- C A,D,W= g in B+(o) 
1, i
in such a way that 
bl:Li+(,) ~~cIgl~,~+(o)~~~/llI~llz”~~~+(~)). 
Then, if we set v = U - w, we obtain that 
VE fP(B’(a), C”), v=o onf(a) 
(5.9) 
h- CA,D,V=O in B+(o). 
ij 
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Therefore u can be estimated by recalling Corollary 4.7: for each t E 10, l] 
I4:,B+(to) G c+n+~c)‘214:.B+(o, (5.10) 
where c is independent of A and (T. 
Inequality (5.8) follows from (5.9) and (5.10), recalling Lemma 2.13, as 
in the final part of the proof of Lemma 5.2. 1 
Remark 5.5. If the system (5.7) is not reduced to the leading part, then 
the conclusion of Lemma 5.4 must be slightly modified. Suppose that 
U E H’(B+ ( 1 ), C”) is a solution, vanishing on r( 1 ), of the elliptic system 
AU- C A,D,,U+ c BjDjU+ C= g. 
i,i I 
Here the matrices Bj and C are, as usual, bounded and measurable in 
B+(l). 
By Remark 2.4 we have u E H:,,(B+ (l), C”) and 
C IlDi~Il~2+~+(~))+ Il~lI~~~~(~+(~~~~~Il~ll~,~+(~~~ 
Therefore, if we set 
G=g- CB,D,U-CU, 
then we get GE L*+l(B+( l), CN) with p1 = p A 2 and 
IlGll L*~rl(~+(I))6~lI~ll~~.~(~+(~))~~Il~II~,B+(I). 
By Lemma 5.4 it follows, for each p E 10, 11, 
I u :,B+(p, 6 CP~‘(llgIlZLZ.r(Bt(,), + II UIl: B+(,)) 
where c is independent of A and p. 
The last inequality and Lemma 5.2 imply, by a standard argument (see 
[6, No. 13]), that U belongs to H&,,(B+(r), C”) for each r E 10, l[ and 
1 IIDaUIl~~m(~+(r~~ d cllgllm(~+(,~~ + 4 UIlu,+(,, 
Ial =2 
with c independent of 1. 
Since this fact now gives UEH~~+@,,(B+(~), C”) and so 
GE L2~pz(B’( l), C”) with p2 = ,u A (2 + pi), the previous procedure may be 
iterated for a finite number of times to show that, for each r E 10, l[, U 
belongs to H:,,(B+(r), C”) and 
c IIDW L*qB+(,)) G ClIgllL~.a(B+(1)) + cII~II*,B+(I) (5.11) 
(al =2 
with c independent of 1. B 
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We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We will demonstrate inequality (5.2) in two 
steps. The first step is to show it for the second-order derivatives of u and 
the second is to obtain the complete estimate. 
As aB is of class C2, there exists a finite open cover { @, ,..., +&} of XJ 
and a corresponding set { Q1 ,..., @ } of one-to-one transformations taking 
4& onto B( 1) and satisfying conditions (2.1) and (2.2). 
For each k = l,..., m let us set Uk(x) = u(@;‘(x)) for XE B+(l). Then Uk 
vanishes on r( 1) and solves in B+( 1) the transformed system 
with c independent of ,I. 
Now choose r so that {@F’(B(r)),..., @;l(B(r))} still covers a52. By the 
inequalities (5.12) for k = l,..., m and by inequality (5.6) we conclude that 
u E H&,(Q, Cc”) and 
with c independent of 1. 
This inequality can be bettered; indeed, being Re J. > o0 (w,, defined in 
(3.9)), inequalities (3.10) and (3.11) give 
I42,62 + l&,R G 4Slo,n 
with c independent of 1. 
The last estimate allows us to bound the term JIuIJ~,~ and so to get the 
first step of the proof: 
where c is independent of 1. 
Next, directly from system (5.1), we obtain 
I4 lI4lL*.r(n) = xA,jDp- xBiDju-Cu+f 
II 
L+n) 
ij i 
s Ilf II ~961) + a 1 IlDpll L2.w) 
ij 
+ B C IlDjull L+R) + ~llull L+Q) 
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Then, form (5.13) and from the interpolation inequality (2.3) it follows 
that 
with c independent of ,Z 
Finally, recalling (3.9), it results 
7 + p’/v < 6.3 < 00 (5.15) 
and so the thesis of Theorem 5.1 follows from (5.13) and (5.14), after 
another application of Lemma 2.5. 1 
6. THE UNIFORM AND Lp ESTIMATES 
Generation of analytic semigroups in the uniform topology was proved 
by Stewart [ 17, 181, if N = 1, for general elliptic operators under general 
boundary conditions. His method consisted in bounding suitable 
localizations ofthe solutions by the Lp estimates due to Agmon [3]. 
In the present section we will obtain both the uniform and the Lp 
estimates, in the case of N b 1, for a second-order elliptic operator 
Eu=- .f A,D++ i B,D,u+Cu, u: 52 + cN, 
if= I /=I 
under Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Here Sz is, as usual, an open bounded domain in R” with boundary of 
class C2 and A,, B,, and C are N x N complex matrices satisfying con- 
ditions (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), i.e., A, are continuous and elliptic in 8, 
whereas Bj and C are bounded and measurable. 
The logical sequence is reversed, if compared with Stewart’s method: 
generation in C”(Q, cN) turns out to be a consequence of the Morrey space 
estimates and then generation in Lp(Q, C”), 1 < p < too, follows by inter- 
polation techniques. 
Before stating the main result of this section we recall that, by virtue of 
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Theorem 3.1, there exists o0 20 such that, if Re A> oO, then for each 
f~ L’(sZ, C”) the Dirichlet problem 
UE H2n H#2, C”) 
(A+E)u=f in 52 
(6.1) 
has a unique solution. Moreover, by Theorem 5.1 we have that, if 
f~ J~~,~(Q, C”), 0 <p <n, then u E H&,(Q, C”) and inequality (5.2) holds. 
Generation in the uniform topology derives from the following proposition: 
THEOREM 6.1. Under the hypotheses (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), there exists 
o1 2 q, such that, if Re A > co, and f E L”(Q, C”), then the solution u of 
problem (6.1) belongs to H’,“(B, C”) and 
(I4 - ~l)l&,lc,R + (bl - ~,)“21~1 1,x,$2 -G dflO,Q2 (6.2) 
where c is independent of 1. 
Before proving Theorem 6.1, let us show the following properties of the 
H&, spaces: 
LEMMA 6.2. Let 52, be a convex bounded domain in R” of diameter d,. 
Then for each E > 0 there exists a constant c, such that, .for each 
UEH~,,(Q,,@~), n-2<p<n, 
+ c,dk ” 2”2 II UII L2.P(Qo) (6.3) 
where c, does not vary under homothetical transformations. Moreover, if U 
vanishes at a point of Q,, then 
where c does not vary under homothetical transformations. 
Proof By Remark 2.4 and Theorem 2.1 we conclude that, for 
n - 2 < p <n, H;p,(Q,, C”) c COTa(d,,, C”) with LY = 1 + (p - n)/2 and 
Therefore, taking into account Remark 2.2 as well, 
Hf,,(Q,, C”) c L”(IR,, a=“) c L2+(Q0, C”), 
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the former inclusion being compact and the latter being continuous. This 
fact implies the existence, for each E > 0, of a constant k, such that 
(see [ 14, Lemma 5.1, chap. 11). Inequality (6.3) then follows by a standard 
homothetical argument. 
Inequality (6.4) may be easily deduced from (6.5), since 
for each U that vanishes at a point of Go. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The technique is similar to that of Stewart 
[17, 181 with the difference that, now, Morrey space estimates take the 
place of Lp estimates. 
The first step is a suitable localization of problem (6.1). 
For x E G and r > 0, let Q(x, r) denote the set B n B(x, r). We remark 
that, because of the regularity of the boundary of Sz, the set sZ(x, r) may be 
assumed convex, at least if r does not exceed a given number ro, indepen- 
dent of x. 
Let 0 be a standard cutoff unction: 
0 E C,“(B(x, r)), 0 d 0 < 1, 0 = 1 on B(x, r/2), ID”BJ d cr ia’ 
for [a( < 2. (6.6) 
If Re A> o. and if u is the solution of problem (6.1), then 
Bu E HZ n HA(Q, C”) 
(A + E)(8u) = g 
where 
g = Of - 1 AJDiuDje + DjuDiO + uD,B) + 1 BjuDje. 
11 i 
Therefore, assuming r < 1, by (6.6) we obtain 
llgll L*qn(x.r)) G IIlf II L+n(x,r)) 
where p is a fixed number with n-2 <p<n. 
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Thus, recalling Remark 2.2, 
where k, is independent of r. 
Next, we use the estimate (5.2) for 8~: 
c Il~$wll .Lw2(x,r)) + (IAl - WO)“’ 1 Il~i(eu)ll L2,fl(R(x,r)) 
lj I 
6 k, II gll L*+(R(x,r)) 
where k3 is independent of R and r. 
Now, from inequalities (6.3) and (6.4) we get, for each E > 0, 
~~21~40,m.R~x,r) + r-‘IW l,m,i2(x,r) 
d &-“)‘* C ll~ij(~~)Il~~.r~~~,,,~~ 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
where c, is independent of r. 
Then, from (6.9), (6.8), and (6.7) we conclude that 
r-*l~40,m,R(X,~~ + r-‘leul I,m.R(x,r) 
C, 
r(jAl - oo)“2 
x (Iflo,m,n -t ~~2140,m,R + rpfbl b,f2). (6.10) 
Finally, the thesis of Theorem 6.1 can be achieved by a proper choice of E 
and r. Indeed, let us set 
E = 1/8k,k2, K= 8c,k2k,, r=K(lAl -oo)-“2 (6.11) 
and, to make sure that r < 1, 
o~=o,+K. (6.12) 
Using inequality (6.10) twice, once to estimate the maximum of JuI and 
then to estimate the maximum of (xi /D,u(~)“~, we conclude that, if 
ReA>w,, then 
(InI - wg) K-21U(cl,m,Q + (I4 -%P2W4 1,m.R 
~fClflO,ao,R + (Ml -%I ~~21hw2 
+ (14 - %Y’2~~‘l~l I,m,Rl (6.13) 
whence inequality (6.2) easily follows. 1 
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Remark 6.3. The estimation of o1 given by (6.12) could be bettered. It 
would be easy to prove that the thesis of Theorem 6.1 holds with o1 
replaced by wO. 
Remark 6.4. From inequalities (6.7) and (6.8) we also have 
for each x E G and each r E 10, 11. 
Hence, choosing r as in (6.11) by inequality (6.13) we conclude that 
where c is independent of 2. This estimation is the Morrey space version of 
an inequality involving LP norms, which was obtained by Stewart in 
[17, 183. 
Remark 6.5. Another consequence of inequality (6.2) is the following 
estimate 
which is due to von Wahl [20,21], who also showed that it cannot be bet- 
tered assuming f E C’.“(Q, (@“)). 
Remark 6.6. By interpolating between the situations of Theorems 3.1 
and 6.1 we get the following Lp estimate: if Re 1, > w, and f~ L”(Q, C”), 
2<pb +a3, then 
(I4 --o,)140,p,c2+ (InI -~,~‘i21~lI,P,R~~lS10,p,Q (6.14) 
where c is independent qf A. 
Inequality (6.14) may be completed using Lemma 2.15, in order to 
obtain the following Lp generation result: 
THEOREM 6.7. Under the hypotheses (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) there exists 
w,>O such that, if Rei>o, and fcLP(Q,CN), 26~6 +a~, then the 
system (I + E) u = f has a unique solution in the space H2Sp n H$P(Q, CN). 
Moreover. 
(IAl -wdIulo,p,~ + (ial - %)1’21ul ~,~,a + IuIz,~,R < ~lflo,~,a (6.15) 
where c is independent of A. 
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Proof: We already know that, if Re A > ol, then the problem 
u E HZ n H$J’(i-& @“), 2<p< +KJ 
(I + E) u = fL”(l2, C”) 
has a unique solution. Since (6.14) holds as well, the only thing to prove is 
that u E H23p(Q) and 
14 2,p.R 6 4flO,p,O. 
This will be done by a covering argument. 
First of all, let us consider a ball B(x, r) c Q. If 8 is chosen as in (6.6), 
then 
Bu E HZ n H$J’( B(x, r), @‘“) 
where 
G = - 1 Av(uDgfl + D,uD,tl + DiuDjO) + 8(f - lu - 1 BjDju - Cu) 
17 I 
and so, by Remark 6.6, G E Lp (B(x, r), @“). 
Moreover, if 
ReA>o,+l=w,, 
then (6.14) yields 
PI O,p,B(x,r) d clflo,p,n 
where c is independent of A. 
Therefore, applying Lemma 2.15 
IN 2,p.fqr.r) d elfl0,pJ-J 
at least if r does not exceed a given number ro, independent of x. 
Thus, for any subdomain 52, CC Q 
I4 2,p.Q G a”lO,,,~ 
(6.16) 
where c is independent of 1. 
It now remains to estimate u near the boundary. 
Let { u, )...) U,,, > be a finite open cover of aQ and let ((PI ,..., Gbm} be a set 
of one-to-one transformations, Qk taking Uk onto B( 1) for k = I,..., m and 
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satisfying conditions (2.1) and (2.2). If we set Uk(x) = u(@p,‘(x)) for 
x E B+( l), then Uk solves the transformed system 
Uk~H2,H’J’(B+(1), a=“), Uk=Oonr(l) 
Auk- CA;D~U~+ ~I;D~~~+c~u~=~~ in B+( 1). 
ij 
Let us consider an open domain A, with a smooth boundary and such 
that B+(1/2)cAcB+(l). 
For r E 10, l] let A(r) denote the image of A under the homothetical 
transformation x 4 TX and let 8 be a usual cutoff unction, equal to 1 on 
B(r/4) and to 0 out of B(r/2). 
Now 
dUk E Hz n H$p(A(r), a=“) 
and so, repeating the procedure that led to inequality (6.16) (see also 
Remark 2.16), we conclude that, if r is sufhciently small, then 
lUkl 2,p,B+(r/4) 6 cifh,p,Q 
or 
where k = l,..., m.
Since we may assume, without loss of generality, that { @; ‘(B(r/4)),..., 
@;‘(B(r/4))} still covers &2, the proof of Theorem 6.7 is thus complete. 1 
Remark 6.8. The case of 1 -C p < 2 can be treated by a standard duality 
argument. We can thus state the existence of a positive number U+ such 
that, if Re A > o3 andf~ Lp(Q, C”), 1 -C p -=c +CO, then the system 
(3,+E)u=f 
has a unique solution i the space H2*p n HkP(Q, C”). Inequality (6.15) holds 
as well. 
Moreover, a generation result in L’(s2, C”) may also be deduced from 
Theorem 6.1 by the argument of Pazy [ 15, No. 7.31. 
7. THE ESTIMATE IN HOLDER SPACES 
In this section we shall strengthen the general assumptions we worked 
with so far. 
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Namely, let us fix c1 E 10, l[ and let 52 be an open bounded domain in 
Iw”, with boundary of class C *qa This means that, in condition (2.1), Gj and .
@,F’ have Holder continuous second-order derivatives with exponent ~1. 
We shall consider second-order elliptic operators of the form 
Eu = - i AijDVu -I f BjDju+ Cu, 24: D -+ CN, 
ii=1 j=l 
where 
A,, Bj, and C are N x N complex valued matrices, 
Hiilder continuous in 0 with exponent a. (7.1) 
We already know the existence of a positive number o0 such that, if A is 
a complex number with Re A> wO, then for each f EL*(Q, C”) the 
Dirichlet problem 
u E H* n HA(SZ, lZN) 
(A+E)u=f 
(7.2) 
has a unique solution. 
We recall that the Banach space LG!,$“+*~(Q, @“) consists of the vectors 
that are Holder continuous in Q with exponent c1 and vanish on &2 (see 
No. 2). 
In this section we want to prove the following result 
THEOREM 7.1. Under the hypotheses (7.1) and (7.2) there xists a positive 
number w such that, if Re /I> w, then for each f e 202,*+ 2a(S2, C") the 
solution u of (7.2) belongs to H&+,,,(Q, @“‘) and 
+ 1 IlDp41 c0.y~) G W-II c0.y~~) (7.3) 
181 =* 
where c is independent of A. 
Remark 7.2. Now the operator’s domain is not dense in 
LZ*,~$*~(SZ, @“). Therefore Theorem 7.1 yields a generation result in the 
closure of such a domain, which consists of the elements 
v E A?$“+ *~(s2, @“) satisfying the relation 
lim sup 
Iv(x) - 4Y)l N = o 
r-+Ox,yEIS,O<Ix-yyl<r lx-Yl:: . 
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The proof of Theorem 7.1 is obtained as a consequence of the local 
estimates proved in Section 4, as always happens for the regularization i
the Y*+ spaces (see [6,9-121). 
To begin with, let us estimate the Holder norms of certain classes of 
solutions to the system 
(A+E) u= g on a ball B(x,, r) c Sz, (7.4) 
where we assume Re i > 0. 
LEMMA 7.3. Under conditions (7.1) and (2.7), let g be Hiilder continuous 
in B(x,, r) with exponent CC. Then,for each solution UE H& lJB(~O, r), C”) 
of system (7.4) and for each t E 10, 11 
+ IU12 
1 
t 
n -t z 
O.B(.%r) (7.5) 
where c is independent ofi and r. 
Moreover, if U E H2’cc(B(~o, r), Cl”), then, for each t E 10, 11, 
xr”+*‘+ IUJ&Cxo,rj (7.6) 
where c is independent ofA. and r. 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity let us set B(r) = B(x,, r). We show 
inequality (7.5) first. 
Let us solve the following Dirichlet problem for an arbitrary r~ E 10, r] 
w E HZ n H;(B(o), CN) 
Aw - 1 Aii(xo) D,w = G 
where 
G=g-g(x,)+ x(x+A,(x,))&U- ~(Bj~ju-Bj(X,)) 
-(CU- C(xI) zqx,)). 
i 
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Then, by inequality (2.13) we get 
14 IW o,~(aj 6 CIGIOJW (7.7) 
where c is independent of 1 and cr. 
On the other hand, recalling Remark 2.4 and Theorem 2.1 we have 
UEH~~_.,(B(~),@~)JU,D~UEC~,~+~-~(B(~),~=)CC',~"(B(~),@~) 
and 
K, = Cglcq.,,,, + c IIDPUIIL?.“~~(~(r)). (7.9) 
IBI s 2 
Then, recalling condition (7.1), by (7.8) we get 
lGIo,~(o) 6 cg e+n%lco~yiq& + cd Ul2m) 
+ cda + n)i2 
c 
II Ull +z(~(rl) + c II D, UII cw(~(r)) 
i ) 
<c(T(“+“)/~K,. 
Therefore inequality (7.7) gives 
Iwl;,Jc~,~cK:l~l p2ax+” (7.10) 
where K, is defined in (7.9) and c is independent of 1. and cr. 
Next, we remark that the difference u= U-WE H'(B(a), cN) is a 
solution of the system lo-C, ,4,(x,) D,u = r in B(o), where < is the follow- 
ing constant vector of CN: 
Hence, inequality (4.3) yields, for each t E 10, 11, 
Iv-v B(r~~l~,B(m)~~Cfn+21~--Og~~~l~,B(o, 
where c is independent of A and 0. 
Now, as U=v+w in B(a), from (7.10) and (7.11) we have 
I u - UmJ L3(ta) G CID - VB(m)l;,B(m) + cIwIl&tc7) 
~C~“+21v--DB(o)I~,B(o)+ClWI~,B(a) 
<Ct”+21U- UB(o~l~,B(~)+CIY:l~I~2~or+n 
for each t E 10, I]. 
(7.11) 
‘lo9 II? I-7 
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Then, in order to get inequality (7.5) one has only to use Lemma 2.13. 
Inequality (7.6) can be proved by the same procedure. In fact, setting 
we get 
and so 
Hence, taking into account (7.11) and arguing exactly as above we com- 
plete the proof of the lemma. 1 
We now need boundary estimates. So, recalling that %2 is of class C2,‘, 
we may confine ourselves to analyzing solutions of the system 
(A+@ U=g in B+(l). Let us set 
A,=v-’ sup 7 (&(X)(2 
JEB+(I) I 
(see also (2.8)). 
LEMMA 7.4. Let conditions (7.1) and (2.7) hold in B + (1) and let 
Re I. > Aa. Let g be Hiilder continuous on B+( 1) with exponent c( and vanish 
on r(l). 
Then, for each solution V E HFnP a,(B+ (l), CN) of the problem 
(n+E) v= g in B+(l) 
v=o on r(l) 
and for each p E 10, 11, 
where c is independent of A. 
Moreover, if V E H*-- (B+ ( 1 ), C”), then for each p E 10, 1 J 
(7.13) 
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proof: This proof has much in common with that of the previous 
lemma and so we will only sketch it. 
If 0 < rr < 1, then we can solve the problem 
w E fP(B’(o), a=“), w = 0 on T(a) 
lw - c A,(O) D,w + c B,(O) D,w = G, 
b i 
where 
G= g+ C (Au-A,(O)) D,U- C (Bj-Bj(O)) DjU- CUT 
v i 
in such a way that 
(I4 - ~o)lwlo,~~o) 6 cIGlo.~+(n~ 
with c independent of 1 and c. 
Furthermore 
IGI , 0 B+(a)< c t~le..(B+(l,, - + 1 ))D~u))L2."-z(8+(1)) dnia)'* 
IPI G 2 
On the other hand, denoting by v the difference U- w, 
oEH*(B+(a), C”), o=O onT(a) 
Au- ~A,(O)D,v+ ~B,(0)Diu=O. 
i/ I 
Now, if u is sufficiently small, i.e., g < CT‘?, then Corollary 4.8 implies 
Jvl;,13+(ro) < cfn+2arlUl;,g+(a) 
for each I E 10, 11. 
Hence. reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 7.3, we obtain inequality 
(7.12), initially for p < ca and then in general, as it is trivial when p > eI. 
Inequality (7.13) may be proved by the same procedure. 1 
Remark 7.5. Combining inequalities (7.5) and (7.12) we get, recalling 
Theorem 2.1, 
C~lcw’I2(B+(r))~C (14 -Lo)-’ 
i ( 
Cgle.y75+?Ti, 
+ c IIDBU~~~~-~w+u )J 
ISI s2 
)+ I ulO.R+~l)) (7.14) 
where r E 10, 1 ] and c is independent of A. 
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Similarly, inequalities (7.6) and (7.13) yield 
C~lcQ~,,+,,,, 6 (’ (14 - &- 
1” I( 
Cglc*.yB+cl,, 
+ i IU 
/=o 
,,mm) + lUIo. *w}. 
It is now easy to conclude the 
(7.15) 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. To begin with, Theorem 5.1 implies that, if 
Re A > oo, then u E H& ,,(Q, C=“) and 
c II@4 L2.n- “(a) 6 cllfll c+n, (7.16) 
IBI c2 
where c is independent of A. Indeed, inequality (7.16) follows from (5.13) 
(5.14), and (5.15), recalling (2.3) as well. 
We then apply Lemma 7.3; by inequality (7.5) and Theorem 2.1 
II4lco+=2) 6 44 ‘VII CQ,B) + 440,R (7.17) 
where Q, cc Q and c is independent of A. 
To estimate the Holder norm of u near the boundary of 52 we use a stan- 
dard argument, already mentioned in Section 5. We consider a finite open 
cover { U, ,..., U > of X? and a corresponding set { @, ,..., @ } of one-to- 
one transformations taking U, onto B( 1) for k = l,..., m. Moreover, Qk and 
@;~I have Holder continuous second-order derivatives with exponent a and 
satisfy condition (2.2). Therefore Lemma 7.4 and Remark 7.5 may be 
applied to the transformed system 
(i+Ek) Uk=f’k on B+(l) 
where Uk(x) = u(@; ‘(x)), XE B+( 1). If Re il is greater than a certain 
positive number &, then by inequalities (7.14) and (7.16) 
lI4l cd.nlq@, (EC(r)) I- awl --~)-~‘Ilfl/c~~~,n)+ l~lo,cJ) (7.18) 
where r E 10, 1 ] and c is independent of A. 
Let us fix r so that (@; ‘(B(r)),..., @; 1(B( r)) } still covers a&?. Combining 
inequalities (7.17), (7.18), and (3.4) we conclude that, if 
then 
Re A > o = 2 max {oo, AI ,..., i ,,}, (7.19) 
(14 --/2)Il4le~@(n)~ 1 < c llfll c+(a) 
where c, is independent of A. 
(7.20) 
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Inequality (7.20) is not yet our thesis, but could be regarded as a first 
step towards it. In fact, we can now make use of the well-known P’2,P 
estimates for solutions of elliptic systems with smooth coefficients ( ee 
[9, 111; see also [ 19, Chap. III]). Since problem (7.2) is equivalent o 
then 
u E H2 n H;(Q, C”) 
(o/2+E)u=f(w/2-J.)u 
6c,{llfllP..(n)+(~/2+ IwlI~Ilco.“~~(s$ 
where c2 is independent of 1. So, by (7.19) and (7.20) 
i l”lj,m,12~c2(1 +2c~)llfllC+-o.,(~)~ (7.21) 
,=o 
The final step will be made by gaining the right exponent in (7.20) i.e., 
showing 
(14 -@w4@.ya) 6 cllfll c+(n) (7.22) 
which in turn implies 
c I/~p41 @(a, 6 c II f II CQ”(rl)~ 
IPI =2 
Inequality (7.3) will then follow recalling (2.4). 
On the other hand, (7.22) can be obtained by just repeating the 
procedure that led to (7.20) and using (7.21) instead of (7.16). Estimates 
(7.6) and (7.18) were proved for this purpose. fl 
Remark 7.6. It would now be easy to prove inequality (7.3) even if o is 
replaced by oo. 
APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we just wish to sketch the proof of inequality (2.12). 
Our attention will be particularly concentrated on the estimation of the 
constants c1 and c2. 
Let us consider the sesquilinear form 
We briefly recall how differentiability is obtained in two particular cases. 
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LEMMA 1. Let conditions (2.6) and (2.7) hold on a ball B(R) and let A, 
be of class C’ in this ball. Let f E L’(B(R), a=“) and Re J. 3 0. Then each 
solution of the problem 
u E H;(B(R), @“) 
belongs to the space H2( B(r), @ “) for each r E IO, R[ and 
IUI 2,B(r)~~lll~IIl,B(R)+ wVMO,B(R) (2) 
where k, is independent of I and v is the constant that appears in (2.7). 
Proof. We use a standard translation technique. 
Let 0 E CF(B(R)) be such that 
0 6 8 6 1, 0 E 1 in B(r), 0 G 0 out of B((r + R)/2). 
Let us set, for 1 t I < (R - r)/4 and s = l,..., n, 
T&AX) = 
u(x + teS) - u(x) 
t 
By standard calculations (see, for instance, [11, Chap. II, No. 213) the 
previous inequality ields 
G (cllull 1,5’(R) + If ~O,B(R))~~~ l,E(R)’ 
Now, choosing (b = z,,(Bu) and recalling (2.9) we get, as Re I > 0, 
whence inequality (2) easily follows. 1 
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LEMMA 2. Let conditions (2.6) and (2.7) hold on B+(l) and let A, be of 
class C’ in this half ball. Let f E L2( B+( 1 ), a=“) and Re J 2 0. If 
u~lY~(B+(l), ‘E”) is a solution of the system 
44 4) o,B+(l) + QB+(l)(% 4) = (f, 4)o,B+(*)? V#EH;(B+(~), C”) (3) 
and ifu=O on r(l), then for each rE]O, l[ 
D,uEH’(B+(~), a=“), s = l,..., n - 1, 
and 
IDA l,E+(r) ~Ul4l l,B+(l) + W)lf lo,B+(l) (4) 
where kz is independent of i and v is the constant that appears in (2.7). 
The proof of Lemma 2 is completely analogous to that of Lemma 1 and so 
will be omitted. 
Remark. From system (3) we have 
D,,M=A,’ [a+c]~+ C 
i I 
B,- CD,A, 1 D~U- C*A,D,fd-f i i ij 
where Ck means summation over all indexes except ij = nn. 
So D,,uE L’(B+(r), c”) and 
ID&4 O,B+(r) <+ (I4 140,B+(r) + Iflo.B+c,,) 
1 n-l l/2 
+ k~blI~,~+(r~ ; L* C IDjul~,Bc(r) (5) 
,=I 
where k, is independent of A and 
Finally, from (4) and (5) we get 
I4 2,~+~r~~~~1l~II1,~+~1,+~slflo,~+~,,+ WvMo,w~,~ (6) 
where k, is independent of i and k, = k5(L* v v - ’ ). 
Let now u be a solution of problem (2.10) under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.7. Assume Re 12 0 as well. 
Then by a standard covering argument, the two lemmas and the remark 
above yield 
u E H2(Q, @ “). 
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From (2) and (6) we also get, by a well-known interpolation inequality, 
lul*,a6 (~,+~7l~l)I~IO,R+~slflo,, 
where k6 is independent of 2, k, = k,(Q) v -‘, and k, = k,(Q, L v v ~-I). 
Moreover, if Re 13 i., + A, then by Remark 2.6 
lul 2.0 6 (k6 + k,M4,,, + 6 + k,c)lflo.n 
where c=c(L v v’). 
Theorem 2.7 is now completely proved. 
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